Homeopathy a holistic system of medicine
which stimulates the genes disease curing
mechanism, to cure it self and restore the body
to health. Homeopathy is the newest and
advanced medical sciences which have gained
popularity because of its promising results in
treating what we say is incurable. Homeopathy
is gentle, safe and cures permanently by
stimulating and correcting the genetic faulty

person more weak and prone for new infection
and complications. Homeopathy on the other
hand studies the genetic expression at the level
of Psyche-brain-body and also understand the
mental cause (conflict) of why did the genes
shift itself in a self destructive mode, through
this study we are able to revers the abnormal
genetic process and restore the sick to health.
Diagnostic tools like MRIs, CT Scans,

mechanism of the person. Homeopathic
medicines have a different mode of action;
within them lays the power to stimulate the
curing mechanism in genes, come what may
be the disease condition!
VITANOVA Homeopathic Clinics has been
treating the most difficult cases with
Homeopathy after understanding patient's
genes and their Genetic expressions.
To illustrate with examples, let us consider few
medical conditions from the Homeopathic
perspective:
Bronchial Asthma: Asthma is a result of
spasmodic contraction of respiratory air
passages. Spasm occurs due to bronchial
hypersensitivity. Conventional system of
medicine treats the condition with
bronchodilators which counter act the spam
and give relief. This does not prevent further
attacks of Asthma. In fact, subsequent attacks
require higher doses of Bronchodilators as the
body's resistance to effect of bronchodilators
increases. Homeopathy aims at correcting this
imbalance and consequently the Asthma
attacks get less frequent, less intense and
finally taper off to never appear again!
Tumor formation: Tumor/growths are a result
of altered genetic defense of the body which is
generally cut off, but to our surprise the tumor is
cut only to be replaced again in the body.
Homeopathy on the other hand tries to correct
this genetic defense in the body and remove
this tendency to tumor/growth formation.
Auto-immune diseases-(Cancers,
Rheumatoid arthritis, Psoriasis, etc.): Here
due to a to a sudden mental shock (conflict) the
genes tries to defend it self by self destruction,
i.e. the cells of the body start destroying its own
cells, which is generally tried to be treated by
the use of steroids or chemo's where they do
suppress the immune system/ try to destroy the
abnormal cells, which in the due course also
destroy the healthy cells thus making the

Ultrasonography, X-rays, blood tests are etc.
are means of being able to look closely at what
is happening inside that human's body. These
are not in the domain of any particular system
of medicine. It is mandatory on the part of any
good physician to make rational use of these
when required and new Homeopaths avail this
tool for accurate understanding of expression
of disease in a person.
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
A very commonly misunderstood concept in
Homeopathy is regarding composition of
Homeopathic medicines. The general notion is
that the crude medicinal substance like plant,
mineral, metal etc. is diluted to such an extent
that there is no substance detectable in the
medicine. In reality, this is only half the truth. Dr.
Hahnemann, the Father of Homeopathy
founded a method called Drug Dynamisation
by which the quantity of substance is reduced
and the quality of the substance is at the same
time increased which provides it an ability to
stimulate the genes if rightly selected. One
needs to understand the concept of Memory of
water to appreciate how Homeopathic
medicines are made and how the medicinal
properties of the substance are retained.
DISEASE AND HOMEOPATHY
Homeopathy is based on the principle Similia
Similibus Curantur (Like Cures Like). It says
that the medicine which can produce certain
effects on a healthy individual is capable of
curing any illness which displays similar
effects. During drug proving on health human
being the drug manifest its inert characters on
the person, at the level of Psyche (mental
characters), Brain and body (inflammatorypathological level) which is noted and matched
with the characters of the sick individual.
Dr. Silroy Martins say, “No disease in man is

caused due to microbes, but every disease is
triggered due to a shock/conflict at the level of
Psyche (which may go unnoticed) that triggers
a biological process at a genetic level and thus
gives rise to disease. In short, every disease
has a particular conflict linked to it that has
triggered a process which gives rise to
disease.”
When we suffer from asthma, tumors, cancers

etc., normally it is described as a disease.
Homoeopathy believes that they are not
diseases but an expression of the internal
disharmony, triggered by a conflict at the level
of Psyche, which leads to disease. Through a
detailed case history we try to understand this
shock (conflict) and how his genes have
behaved and expressed themselves to this
event. Based on the individual's altered genetic
expression at the level of Psyche-Brain-Organ,
the single similar remedy that has the ability to
produce the similar condition as in the sick is
carefully chosen and prescribed for each
individual case which is aimed to stimulate the
body's genetics to repair itself, triggering a
healing reaction at the level of Psyche-BrainOrgan thus harmonizes the internal
disharmony and restoring health. This cure is
only achieved when the prescribed remedy is
similar to the genetic characters of the
diseased
At VITANOVA Homeopathic Clinics, Doctors
have been successfully treating patients
suffering from deep pathologies like Cancers,
Comas, Nerve and Joint complaints, Mental
disorders, Thyroid disorders, Diabetes,
Menstrual irregularities, Infertility, Respiratory
disorders, etc. after studying the behavior and
expression of genes in each individual case.
When everything seems impossible, all that's
left; however impossible it may seem; it's
possible! These words explain the mission and
perseverance of Dr. Silroy Martins M.D, a
homeopath, who says that homeopathy can
treat even the most difficult and so called
incurable cases.

